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his article explains the empirical connection between dyadic capability differences and international conflict as a consequence of how, when, and where states enter the international system.
State capabilities are largely static, and, since states enter the system in geographic clusters, the
processes of state maturation affect contiguous and regionally proximate states similarly. This makes
dyadic capability differences static as well. The lack of change in capability differences over time suggests
that the parity-conflict relationship is largely a product of the factors associated with state system entry.
Indeed, as I demonstrate, several different proxies for the conditions of state system entry separately
eliminate any statistical relationship between parity and militarized dispute onset, 1816–2001. I also find
no relationship between parity and the wars that have occurred during that same time period. These
results have a number of implications for the role of power and capabilities in explaining international
conflict.

raditional international relations theory suggests
states should and do balance against other states
in the system. More recent deterrence theories
suggest the same to ensure state survival. Meanwhile,
study after study finds that equally capable states experience higher rates of conflict. Why, then, are war and
even disputes incredibly rare events in the system? If
balancing and parity are state goals, why are there so
few conflicts?
There are other parity-conflict puzzles, too. For example, since 1945, only four wars have been fought
between relatively equal states or coalitions—that is
one-quarter the number of wars that started among
preponderant states. Indeed, the United States alone
has fought at least six preponderant wars during that
time.1 Consider, too, that capability differences rarely
predict war outcomes. This can be explained away by
arguing that resolve and other factors play substantial
roles, but the lack of correlation between capabilities
and victory should be troubling for the theories that
rely on capability differences for ex ante information
about likely conflict outcomes.
I argue that the central problem for most powerbased theories of conflict is that state capabilities and
dyadic capability differences are largely fixed for most
states and dyads, but conflict often varies substantially
across the international system, even among dyads at
rough parity. A constant cannot explain a variable, of
course, yet that is exactly what is expected when capability measures are used to predict militarized conflict.
So, if we are to understand why conflict and parity
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correlate, we also need to incorporate the nature and
development of state capabilities into our theories of
conflict.
System entry processes can often explain why preponderant dyads tend to be peaceful but dyads at parity
tend to be conflict-prone. Of the former, for example, are the dyads that include many former colonies,
islands, and other small states; these are states without military capabilities that never contend with other
states in the system. Peace has nothing to do with
capability differences for these states—they would be
peaceful when paired with other poor-capability states
as well. Conversely, among dyads at parity are the states
that enter the system with poorly defined borders.
These few states engage each other constantly, and
their rivalries encourage both parity and conflict. Absent the underlying competition, though, there would
be no association between capabilities and conflict for
these states. Indeed, the vast majority of dyads at parity
are peaceful because outstanding issues in the dyad
have been settled.
I demonstrate in this article that state capabilities
rarely change from their relative position at state
system entry; there have only been 83 year-to-year
changes of any substance and all but two of the conflictrelated cases occurred after war broke out. Too, since
states enter the international system in geographic clusters, regional and temporal variables reinforce initial
capability distributions. I find that a dyad’s initial capability distribution predicts all future distributions almost 80% of the time. Capabilities are static. The lone
exception is the one-half of one percent of the dyads
involved in rivalry. I show that capability differences do
not predict rivalry, but the presence of rivalry causes
dyadic distributions of capabilities to converge toward
parity. Rivalry’s association with conflict then explains
the parity-conflict correlation for these very few states
in the system.
The largely static nature of dyadic capabilities has
implications for the observation of conflict because
large-N analyses predicting dispute onset with various
measures of parity are quite prone to the effects of outliers. As I demonstrate, including a dummy variable for
just three rival dyads (the US/USSR, USSR/China, and
North Korea/South Korea) eliminates any statistically
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significant relationship between parity and dispute
onset, even in incredibly large samples of the international state system. The relationship also disappears
if a control is added for the presence of a weak, island
state in the dyad. Even controls for the region and
time in which the dyad entered the system eliminate
the dispute relationship as well. These findings provide support for the argument that the parity-conflict
correlation is largely a product of the geographic and
temporal factors associated with state creation.
I test my argument based on how we currently measure parity, which is a measure we have used for more
than forty years (Singer, Bremer and Stuckey 1972).
Nevertheless, the state birth and state development or
maturation processes I describe should apply to most
other measures of state capabilities as well.2 For example, the gross domestic product has often been substituted as a proxy for the power of the state (Organski
1958, Organski and Kugler 1980), but wealth will of
course be correlated with the geographic position of
the state. Industrial capacity also tends to follow timedependent cycles of industrialization and deindustrialization. Wars certainly affect economic position, too.
These correlations imply a high bar for any attempt to
dismiss the system-entry findings as consequences of
measurement issues.
The implications of my argument are several. Foremost is the observation that a common correlate of
conflict is both misspecified and misused. If parity does
still affect the likelihood of conflict, we need a different way of identifying that relationship. I argue that
paying attention to how, when, and where states enter
the system provides a better explanation, and my tests
support that argument. These findings imply conflict
has other causes, which are likely to be unrelated to
capability differences.
I begin the argument in the next section with a brief
review of the literature on the parity-conflict relationship and follow with an outline of my argument for why
state birth and state development control observations
of state capabilities. I then use the predictions of this
argument to explore the causes of parity in the dyad,
how those causes affect the likelihood of militarized
disputes, and the distributions of parity among war
belligerents. The implications of these arguments and
findings are numerous for the international relations
literature, and I close by discussing these.

WHY PARITY IS SUPPOSED TO CAUSE
CONFLICT
Early theories of state power focused on whether states
balanced their power against rivals, either dyadically or
in the system. This evolved substantially as empirical
studies began to confirm a strong relationship between
equal capabilities and militarized conflict. Then, at least
two sets of theories emerged to explain the relationship
2 I refer to state development throughout the article as a process by
which the state and its institutions mature. That is likely to be correlated with economic development and wealth for many states, but,
here, I strictly refer to the institutional effects of state maturation.

between parity and war—one focused on the opportunity for conflict in the dyad while the other emphasized
how power equality confounded diplomacy by increasing the level of uncertainty for both states in the dyad.
The opportunity-for-conflict argument began with
the examination of the large system wars developed
by Organski (1958). He argued that a power transition
model of state development and capability growth best
explained why there was a tendency to have substantial,
system-altering wars every so often (see also Organski
and Kugler 1980). As less-capable states industrialized,
their power potential became realized, and their capability rank in the system began to change. If the capabilities of the rising state were great enough, then the
state could challenge the status quo’s dominant power
for the benefits that could be derived from hegemony.
If the challenger was dissatisfied with the then current
distribution of benefits in the system, then war became
likely. If the challenger was satisfied, then it would
likely assume the role of hegemon more peacefully.
This power transition theory was then used to explain
why there was a strong link between parity and conflict
in dyadic studies (Kugler and Lemke 2000). With this
argument, an opportunity for conflict was thought to
be present as states became equally capable (Wayman
1996). This could occur in either the region (Lemke
2002) or the dyad (Geller 2000) as both would explain
why the chances of conflict increased with moves toward parity. For rivals, or for any state with grievances,
equality of power enabled the state to pursue revision
of the status quo.
An uncertainty-based argument for the parityconflict relationship was first systematically developed
by Fearon’s (1995) emphasis on the role of observables.
When capability differences are large in a dyad, there is
little ability to misrepresent, and differences in resolve
have little import. The outcome of a possible conflict
can easily be assumed by both parties based on capability differences, and this incentivizes the less-capable
state to compromise—or, in Blainey’s (1988) argument,
the more powerful state can impose its will. For dyads
at parity, however, compromises become less likely as
private information about both state resolve and capabilities cannot easily be revealed. The risk of conflict
becomes more attractive as an arbiter of each state’s
capability and resolve to fight for the issue. Conflict is
more likely as uncertainty increases.
Reed (2003) provides one of the most creative empirical tests of this argument. He argues that one way
of understanding the role of uncertainty in a dyadic
relationship is to focus on the number of observable
misestimations made by states. These should increase
with uncertainty, and, therefore, any heterogeneity in
conflict behavior should be a function of the distribution of capabilities in the dyad (Reed 2003, 638). Using
a heteroskedastic probit model to estimate militarized
dispute onset, he finds that the variance in the model
is, in fact, correlated with the dyadic distribution of
capabilities.
In many ways the progression of the empirical literature over the past forty-odd years has rendered
the connection between parity and conflict a settled
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question in empirical studies of militarized conflict and
war. A substantial minority of current studies focus
directly on the role of capabilities in conflict while the
remainder almost always controls for the presence of
parity in the dyad as they test other empirical relationships. Nevertheless, there are at least a few reasons to
doubt the existence of a strong connection between
parity and conflict.
First, while including an indicator for dyadic parity
is standard practice, the control seldom provides a substantive impact greater than or even approaching the
relative importance of other variables in most models.
For example, in Reed’s (2003) examination, capability
differences provided one of the smallest effects of the
variables tested, both before and after changing how
the variance in the model was treated. Contiguity, joint
democracy, and several other predictors have much
larger substantive effects, as Bremer (1992) pointed
out some time ago.
More importantly, both explanations of the relationship assume that capabilities change substantially over
time. In the opportunity model these changes enable
the pursuit of revisionist preferences that had previously been stymied, and uncertainty-based theories use
this assumption to explain the relative infrequency of
conflict across the life of a dyad. However, if capabilities rarely change for states or dyads, then dynamic
theories of capability-driven conflict are unwarranted
(cf. Powell 2006).3 Again, constants have problems predicting variables.
There is also ample evidence that conflict drives
capability changes rather than the reverse. Kadera
(2001), for example, provides a much more complicated power-conflict story than the one commonly portrayed by parity scholars. She combines models of balance of power and power transition and finds three
separate conditions under which conflict between rivals
are likely. Important for my argument, though, is that
Kadera establishes a dynamic relationship between
hostility and both capability changes and militarized
conflict. There are situations in this dynamic during
which the anticipation of conflict pulls the dyad closer
to parity. Empirically, this associates dyadic capability
differences with conflict at multiple times in the dyadic
relationship even though parity is not leading the states
to war. Important, too, is the focus on major rival dyads.
As I demonstrate later, these are the only dyads capable of substantially changing their relative capabilities.
Finally, what is perhaps most perplexing is that we
have numerous studies of state formation and state
evolution but rarely incorporate these into our models
of power and conflict. This omission is important because state capacity and how it is generated will play a
substantial role for both. Indeed, our best explanations
of state evolution believe that contestation creates state
structures and, as rivals face off across borders, equilibria of capabilities develop in the dyad as stalemates are
3 An uncertainty-based theory may still argue that static parity exacerbates the likelihood of conflict for certain dyads. However, this
moves the underlying cause of conflict to another explanation and
limits parity to the role of control variable.

reached or states die out. Conversely, states entering
without that contestation have diminished capacity and
are often unable to launch international conflicts. In either case, we completely miss the effects of state system
entry. In the next section, I discuss the most common
definition of state power and its operationalization and
show how much the measure depends on how, when,
and where states enter the international system.

STATE BIRTH, CAPABILITY CHANGES, AND
INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT
This section presents the core of my argument. First, I
outline how power has been consistently defined and
operationalized across studies of international conflict.
A close examination of this definition reveals how difficult it is for states to change their relative capabilities
in the international system. Next, I discuss how the
processes of state-making and entry into the state system both encourage the clustering of dyads at rough
parity when they enter the international system at the
same time. The changes that do occur in capabilities
are likely to be limited over time and affect geographically proximate states similarly, which again reinforces
parity for these dyads.
We tend to correlate conflict with parity because of
these state entry processes. Dyads may enter the system
with ill-defined borders or try to extend their territorial
control, and this competition drives both parity and
conflict. Equal capabilities do not affect the likelihood
of conflict but are instead a byproduct of state development. Conversely, imperial dissolution has brought
the majority of states into the international system with
relatively weak capabilities and an inability to contest
well beyond their borders. Again, state system entry
explains the correlation of preponderance with peace.

The Nature of Power
Hans Morgenthau (1960, 115–84) was one of the first
theorists to think systematically about what gives states
power in the international system, and he differentiated between sources of national power that are relatively stable over time and those that change often.
Foremost among the former category was geography.
Morgenthau argued that the United States and Britain
have had a privileged geographic position compared
to states like the Soviet Union. Without large rivers or
mountain ranges dividing its countryside from the rest
of Europe, the Russians had endured a proneness to
invasion since at least the 14th century. Britain is an
island separated from the Continent, and the United
States rested even farther away from the other major
states. This geography protected both and augmented
their power.
The usefulness of geostrategic location is difficult
to define consistently across states in a nontautological
way, which is likely why Morgenthau also noted several
other geographic elements of power. These include the
ability of a state to feed itself or the farm quality of
its land, the iron ore and raw materials in the ground,
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and the size and location of its population. Together,
these were the raw materials that could be transformed
into economic power. For Morgenthau (1960, 136–9),
the industrial capacity of the nation was actually the
defining element of a great power or superpower. Comparing India, the Soviet Union, and the United States,
Morgenthau argued that each had the raw materials
available to be powerful in the world, but only the latter
two had the economic systems capable of utilizing its
resource potential. Thus, industrial capacity translated
resources into useable power which manifested as military preparedness—the size and quality of the state’s
armed forces.
Singer, Bremer and Stuckey (1972) used this discussion of power as a means of operationalizing and
then quantifying a measure of state capabilities that
could be used to test whether the balance of power or
preponderance better predicted conflict in the international system. Their measure—the Composite Index of
National Capabilities (or CINC score)—used six elements of Morgenthau’s discussion to code capabilities
for each state-year. The long-term capabilities of the
state were operationalized using the total population
and the urban population of each country. Mediumterm capabilities included iron and steel production
and energy consumption, and short-term capabilities
focused on the military using both the state’s military expenditures and its total personnel in the armed
forces. The percentage of the world’s distribution of
each resource possessed by the state then became a
component score of its capability for that indicator.
Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey computed the average of
the six percentages and labeled it the state’s index of
material capabilities, or CINC score.
This index provided a consistent method of comparing states across time, including even the first years
of the Correlates of War (CoW) data collection from
1816 on. The measure also took seriously the important
elements of military capabilities while also correlating
strongly with economic indicators of power such as
gross domestic product (Organski and Kugler 1980).
Though the measure ignored the size and quality of
nuclear arsenals, those states with nuclear weapons
tend to be among the most capable in the international
system according to the measure. In short, the measure was consistent across large spatial and temporal
domains and had substantial face and content validity.
This is why CINC scores have been one of the most
widely used variables in international relations for the
past forty years.
Of course, noteworthy for my argument is Morgenthau’s belief that the geography of power is relatively
stable over time. Only military capabilities change often or substantially for most states in the international
system. Change in state economic structures or shocks
to population trends tend to be exceptions rather than
the rule.

State Birth and Dyadic Capability Differences
States most often enter the international system in one
of two ways: through an evolutionary process of state

building or through imperial dissolution. As I describe
here, both processes may actually encourage parity in
states that enter the system at the same time.
The geography of state-building. The Tilly-inspired
generalized model of state building is essentially a
game of resource extraction from the population (Tilly
1975, 1985, 1990). Power holders within society engage in conflict, but, to do so, they must extract from
the population and accumulate wealth in order to
wage war. The public trades taxation for protection,
and the state becomes a byproduct of the bureaucracy
that is established by the power holders to wage war,
extract, accumulate wealth, and protect the population.
Thus, the modern European state system develops as
a series of contestations between and among states in
the region.
Though this war-based model of state-building does
not often travel well to other, non-European regions
(see Centeno 2003), there are good reasons to expect
that leaders in other parts of the world also engaged
in state building using cross-border contestation. Rivalry, for example, was one mechanism by which the
capabilities of states were built. As Thies (2005) argues
and demonstrates, Latin American proto-states were
ill-equipped to wage the type of wars Tilly associated
with the European state system; however, the expectation of war through several interstate rivalries had
the same overall effect. This implies predatory state
building can affect the development of many states in
the system, not just post-Westphalian Europe.
The dyadic consequences of this state-buildingthrough-contestation process suggest a convergence at
parity for the states involved, for several reasons. First,
weaker states will die out of this system through conquest (Herbst 2000). Second, stronger states will prey
upon these weaker states and contend with similarly
capable states until checked. This generates a rough
parity of capabilities across borders and in the region
among those states that do survive. Power holders increase state capabilities to contend with their rivals,
but their rivals do the same as well. As these conflicts
build state structures, both domestic and international
capability changes become endogenous to the rival relationship, and parity becomes the likely outcome.
Two more paths to system entry: former colonies and
the death of empire. While Tilly’s model may explain
Europe well, the vast majority of modern states have
entered the international state system after a major
state withdrew colonial control and granted independence.4 This accounts for almost all of sub-Saharan
Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East, as well as
many other states in the international system. Of these,
many countries were blocs of colonial holdings by the
same major state that were arbitrarily demarcated for
administrative purposes. The British holdings clumped
4 In the Correlates of War State System Membership data, only 40
states entered the system without having been a colony or part of
a larger state that dissolved or fractured. Former colonies comprise
the majority of states at 132, and 45 states were previously part of
other states.
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together geographically, as did those of the French,
Portuguese, Dutch, and Germans. Thus, many of the
former colonies were immediately embedded with similar economic structures and industrial capacity. Given
that the rationale for colonial holdings often turned on
raw materials, the newly independent states also likely
had similar resource extraction systems as well.
This same process holds true for empire death as
well, as the states that comprised the Austro-Hungarian
empire, the Ottoman Empire, or the Soviet Union, all
had industrial capacities and economies that were more
similar than they were different. As the empires died,
those institutions carried on, and the economies often remained linked together. These connections have
even been formalized several times, most recently with
the alliances and trading pacts associated with the
Commonwealth of Independent States, which followed
the demise of the Soviet Union. Collectively, states
born from state separation tend to be at or near parity
with their neighbors, even though the process did not
necessarily begin with a state-building mechanism of
contestation.
For all states—not just former colonies or separated
states—there are also general patterns of state birth
that encourage similar capability structures within the
state. The technological sophistication of both industry
and the armed forces are likely to be time dependent,
even across noncontiguous states. Inventions that aid
wealth production tend to travel quickly. The science
that produces technological innovation tends to be time
dependent as similar inventions are developed at the
same time, even without knowledge of the other’s invention. The stock of information in the world produces this effect, and that information grows over time.
Thus, when states enter the international systems matters for the types of technologies they possess and the
portion of the evolutionary path they follow.
State maturation and evolution reinforces initial
dyadic capability distributions. State growth and
maturity tend to follow a process. Organski’s (1958)
power transition developed the potential political implications of state formation, power transition, and
power maturity, but the key insight for my argument is
that there is a natural cycle of state growth that is well
documented. Developing nations tend to grow quickly
and eventually mature. When we consider that many
bordering states enter the international system at the
same time, then these cycles of growth and maturity are
likely to covary, at least in part, so parity in terms of
economic development will covary as well. Together,
these birth and change processes explain why recent
studies have found that variation in governmental abilities to extract resources from the state are associated
with neighborhoods and best predicted by contiguity
(Thies, Chyzh and Nieman 2016). Institutions cluster
together geographically.
Population growth patterns change similarly. Population growth was slow across the globe until 1950 and
then rapidly accelerated until the mid-1960s. As Lee
(2011) describes, population forecasters have demonstrated that country population sizes are influenced

by two key variables—fertility and infant mortality
rates—that follow patterns linked closely to economic
development. Less-developed countries have higher
fertility and mortality rates, but mortality declines as
economic growth increases. Eventually, with an aging population, fertility declines as well, so developed
countries tend to have low mortality rates and lower
birth rates as well. Once again, these processes cluster across borders and in the same region since state
development clusters regionally as well. This means
that population ratios will remain similar across state
pairs in the same general area, even though regional
differences in development may occur.
Economic theory also points to an equilibrium in
wages across countries (Krugman and Obstfeld 2009),
and this affects population trends through migration
patterns. If one country’s local advantages predict
higher wages because of its industrial capacity or resources, that country is likely to attract immigration
from other countries with lower wages. This buys down
the average wage until an equilibrium price for the
wage is reached. Given the transaction costs associated
with movement, these economic forces may not extend
beyond the region, but individual-level incentives reinforce trends toward regional clustering of wages and
population settlement patterns. The linkages also hint
at the complex interrelationships that can be found
among indicators of population size and distribution
and economic capacity. Most of these data are highly
correlated for a reason.

The joint observation of conflict and parity
The sum of my arguments so far points to a strong,
status quo bias in initial measures of state capabilities
and dyadic differences. Further, the processes that lead
to changes in the state are likely to affect both states
in the dyad similarly, making dyadic parity measures
relatively invariant over time, even if state capabilities
were to evolve. The next step is linking those observations with peace and conflict, and I do this with three
observations.
First, not all states enter the international system
with settled borders, and not all leaders may accept
their existing boundaries at system entry. These states
and leaders will continue to engage in the type of statebuilding that Tilly (1975) and others have suggested.
For Vasquez (2009), this is a territory-driven process:
states mark their borders early and keep defending
them until the borders are considered legitimate by
both sides. That perhaps explains why over half of all
rivalries begin when the dyad enters the system and
another 25% begin within the first years of the relationship (Thompson 2001). Regardless of cause, though,
there is an immediate association of these contentious
dyads with both parity and conflict, but the causal arrow
runs from the rivalry or the poor borders to both parity
and conflict. The states continue to compete with each
other in order to win the rivalry, and this encourages
convergence at parity, just like the Tilly-inspired competition model would suggest. Of course, that same
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rivalrous competition produces hostility and militarized conflict, which associates parity with disputes for
these particular dyads. Luckily, rivalries are relatively
rare in the international system, numbering about onehalf of one percent of the dyads in most samples.
Much more numerous are those states that enter
the system as former colonies or emerge from dissolving empires. These types of state entry processes
tend mostly to encourage similarly weak institutions
and lack the state-capacity-building exercises associated with conflict. Their economies and militaries are
not developed, and, without these capabilities, their
average likelihood of initiating international conflicts
is much lower than most other states in the system,
especially when contending against states distant from
their capitals. Since their capabilities are weak, they are
overrepresented as the weaker partner among preponderant dyads, and the nature of their entry into the system correlates peace and preponderance. Preponderance is not causing peace in any significant way among
these dyads—their leaders are not trying to engage in
conflict but then reconsider because of the power of
their potential rival. Rather, these less-capable states
are unable even to contend against potential rivals.5
Finally, I have argued that observations of parity are
often a function of the spatial and temporal proximity
of states entering the system. States cluster together
with similar capabilities, and this encourages regional
observations of parity. Of course, that same clustering also increases the likelihood of low-level conflicts
due to both the close proximity among these states
and their increased interactions (Starr 1978). Thus, a
country in sub-Saharan Africa is more likely to fight
other countries in the region than any of the states in
Latin America, and, since parity is at least partially
determined by geography and time of entry, a correlation is again produced. Contiguity will be an important
predictor of both conflict and parity, as we know well,
but so will other factors that describe when and where
states entered the international system.
The sum of my arguments imply a spurious correlation between parity and conflict for most dyads in the
international system. The type and timing of state system entry predicts both the likelihood of parity in any
given dyad and also that dyad’s propensity for conflict.
I begin empirical tests of these arguments in the next
section.

THE EMPIRICS OF STATE CAPABILITY
CHANGE
I argue that a state’s level of development prior to state
system entry largely determines their relative capabilities thereafter. To demonstrate this, I calculated the absolute integer value of yearly changes in the Composite Index of National Capabilities data for the period
5 Many analyses have adjusted for the loss-of-strength gradient by
discounting capabilities by mileage. This is important, but it misses
the point that many states in the international system have no military capabilities at all and cannot engage in militarized conflict, by
definition.

TABLE 1. Frequency of Yearly Changes in
CINC Scores, by Magnitude
 in CINC
Score from
Previous Year

Frequency

Percent

Cumulative

0 to 0.009
0.01 to 0.019
0.02 to 0.029
0.03 to 0.039
0.04 to 0.049
0.05 to 0.059
0.06 to 0.069
0.07 to 0.079
0.08 to 0.089
0.09 to 0.099
Total

13,707
145
43
22
6
5
3
2
0
2
13,933

98.38
1.04
0.31
0.16
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.01
100.00

98.38
99.42
99.73
99.89
99.93
99.96
99.99
99.99
99.99
100.00

1816–2001. Table 1 provides the distribution of these
changes. Over 98% of the state-years in the dataset do
not have CINC scores that change more than 0.01 from
one year to the next. Among the remaining 228 cases,
only 83 move more than 0.02 in any given year.
The lack of variation in the data maintains over time
as well, with only the longest time periods able to
produce substantive changes in a state’s overall CINC
measure. Table 2 provides a correlation matrix for each
of the six components of the CINC measure with its
10-, 20-, and 50-year lags. The table varies the sample
of cases using data with (A) no restrictions, (B) listwise
deletion of cases that had no 50-year lag data, (C) all
states that had been in the system 75 or more years,
and (D) all states in the system for less than 50 years.
The different samples are used as robustness checks to
ensure that the correlations in the unrestricted sample
are not produced by small subsets of states.
The table sorts the correlations from least likely to
be correlated with its lag to most likely to be correlated
with its lag, for each component. The results are consistent across sample and lag used. Military personnel
are least likely to correlate with lags of the variable but
still do so at a high rate. Iron and steel production and
military expenditures also correlate with their lags at
a lower level; however, even these scores return to a
near-perfect correlation within 50 years.6
6 Missing values in the dataset are frequent in some cases, and this
contributes to the likelihood of CINC-score changes. Military expenditure data is most often missing—at 14% of total cases—while
military personnel and energy consumption are each missing in 3%
of the data. How these data are treated substantially alters inferences
on capability changes.
Also important to note is that a substantial portion of the data
have cases with zero values. Actually, the majority of state-years
(56%) have zero values for the iron and steel production data. A
cursory exam of this data suggests the original coders are correct that
no industrial capacity exists in many of these states. However, the
data seem to be imposing a dichotomy of developed/non-developed
rather than a continuous index of state capabilities. Only 39% of the
state-years in the dataset have state-years without missing or zerovalue data. See Online Appendix Table A1 and its attendant text for
a description of these cases.
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TABLE 2.

Correlation Matrix of CINC Component Measures Over Time

Samples:

A = no restrictions
B = listwise deletion of cases if 50 year lag is missing
C = states 75 or more years in the system
D = states less than 50 years in the system
10-year lag

Sample:
Military personnel
Iron and steel production
Military expenditures
Energy consumption
Total population
Urban population

20-year lag

50-year lag

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

A

C

0.473
0.630
0.668
0.777
0.854
0.904

0.488
0.639
0.666
0.771
0.845
0.910

0.493
0.626
0.665
0.764
0.832
0.913

0.443
0.628
0.824
0.820
0.889
0.958

0.527
0.721
0.832
0.902
0.907
0.951

0.535
0.729
0.829
0.897
0.904
0.952

0.539
0.713
0.829
0.896
0.905
0.952

0.583
0.780
0.989
0.970
0.927
0.986

0.677
0.961
0.995
0.989
0.956
0.991

0.679
0.960
0.995
0.989
0.963
0.991

Yet another way of examining the stability of the
CINC score data over time is to estimate the likelihood any given state has of changing their share of
the world’s supply of each component. For example,
the largest magnitude movements in the sample of all
state-years uses the 50-year lag of each measure. The
likelihood of substantially altering each state’s share of
the total world population of the component is quite
small, even over 50 years. Increasing (or decreasing)
the state score by 1—a change from 2% to 3% of the
world’s capabilities or from 10% to 11%, etc...—in 50
years only occurs in 34% of the state-years for military
personnel and 33% for military expenditures. This type
of change happens in 21% of the cases for iron and
steel production, 19% for energy consumption, 34%
for total population, and 35% for urban population.
Those are incredibly small changes, especially over 50
years of state development.
For the vast majority of states in the system, the
state’s share of each component does not change, and
this makes the overall CINC scores stable over time
as well. The mean change in CINC score over 10 years is
−0.0002 (sd = 0.01). Over 20 years, the mean increases
in magnitude to −0.0007 (sd = 0.02), and over 50 years
the mean change is −0.0012 (sd = 0.02). Finally, over
the life of the state, the mean change is −0.0044 (sd =
0.04), and a regression predicting current score with
beginning score explains almost 50% of the variation
in the CINC measure.7 The simple fact is that CINC
scores do not move much for any individual state.

The above establishes well that state capability changes
are rare, but consider, too, the few very large changes

in the data. Of almost 14,000 state-years in my sample,
only 83 state-years had CINC changes that moved that
state’s system position more than 0.02. All of these
changes were made by states that were then major
powers or that had just fallen out of major power status.
As might be expected, all but 19 of the change cases
were also related to wars. However, only 2 of these 63
substantial state-year changes occurred prior to the associated war. State capabilities changed during or after
the fighting.
Table 3 lists the component changes and associated
wars for all state-years that had a CINC-score change
of 0.02 or more from one year to the next. Columns 1
and 2 give the state and year, and then the following six
columns list each component change from the previous
year. Column 9 shows the actual change in CINC score,
and then the final column associates the change with a
particular war, if applicable. Two wars are bolded in the
table. These are the only two cases in which the buildup
occurred in a year prior to the start of the war. All of
the other war-associated capability changes happened
during or after the war.8
Overall, only a handful of major states have been
able to substantially alter their CINC scores, and, even
in this group, only a smaller number of the most powerful states have changes greater than an absolute change
of 0.02 in their CINC score. Further, the association between large-magnitude changes and wars is stark—of
the 83 changes listed, 61 or 74% resulted from military
buildups during war or drawdowns following a war. The
largest changes were also most likely to be driven by
system-wide wars, as eight of the ten largest magnitude
changes were during the world wars. The other two
large changes followed American buildups and drawdowns surrounding its civil war in the 1860s. These cases
confirm that, while large changes in CINC are possible,

7 I estimated a bivariate OLS model using the state’s share of capabilities in any given year as the dependent variable and entry capability
score as the predictor, for all state-years after initial system entry.
Starting capabilities had an effect of 0.54, and the overall R2 for the
model was 0.47. As I demonstrate in Table 4, the parity score of the
dyad at system entry has an even greater effect on future capability
distributions.

8 The war association fits were conservatively applied. For example, a
case could be made that Germany in 1921 was recovering from World
War I, and this led to a large increase in their capabilities following
recovery. However, I only labeled CINC changes as associated with
a particular war if there was a positive change prior to or during a
war (a buildup) or a demobilization (drawdown or loss) immediately
after the conflict.

When State Capabilities Do Change—The
Effects of Wars
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Year-to-Year Changes in CINC Score Greater Than 0.02
Increases/Decreases from the Previous Year
Military

Economic

Population

CINC

Country and ccode

Year

Expenditures

Personnel

Energy

Iron/Steel

Total

Urban

Change

Associated Conflict

255 - Germany
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America
365 - Russia
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America
220 - France
2 - United States of America
255 - Germany
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America
365 - Russia
200 - United Kingdom
365 - Russia
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
710 - China
200 - United Kingdom
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
2 - United States of America
255 - Germany
220 - France
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America
365 - Russia
220 - France
2 - United States of America
300 - Austria-Hungary
2 - United States of America
365 - Russia
200 - United Kingdom
255 - Germany
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
2 - United States of America
710 - China
2 - United States of America
200 - United Kingdom
2 - United States of America

1919
1920
1919
1918
1861
1943
1941
1865
1945
1947
1918
1905
1854
1921
1941
1942
1920
1923
1946
1855
1857
1906
1866
1938
1940
1921
1951
1989
1872
1945
1860
1862
1992
1919
1941
1936
1877
1954
1927
1938
1921
1898

−8698977
−9560678
4203570
−3781259
88302
46100000
−5102740
−126919
−40100000
−30800000
6355642
119701
67189
154098
4644000
19700000
−234273
−760937
560688
−39809
−20835
−79273
−12650
4116294
4684111
−540776
18800000
−198000000
−30680
3000000
−12207
41407
−86500000
−7359055
7700000
−2583880
42598
−6835008
.
98599
−650950
29762

−7886
−830
−1724
.
189
5186
−4627
31
−828
−1447
2253
1205
21
2450
1343
2058
1500
−1500
−617
95
−981
−1129
−986
179
4419
44
1789
−200
−517
671
−49
456
−1100
−2889
3800
0
−19
−253
0
11
−148
192

−6245
7581
−9948
−2678
−171
2545
−103
−186
−8318
16594
−608
−500
219
26
14385
2897
−5
297
12
151
−46
230
380
2807
−3537
−22708
7587
−3000
358
−9018
−5
51
−11000
−1671
−704
3812
−43
−21135
0
−22575
−5450
2155

−43159
95415
−95532
−25242
−622
66084
−8813
61
−117775
127633
32966
−4229
3532
862
91402
72255
−1610
2017
−10247
647
33
4513
4188
18735
−22651
−121267
84112
−64303
4011
−28575
231
706
−710569
−4962
7480
19345
−17
−45148
1139
−118320
−64776
16531

−3914
1947
1306
−41150
838
1879
−33000
838
−541
2737
−60
2300
116
−2799
1280
1458
−2590
−406
4683
164
500
2500
837
593
−900
2077
2607
2211
−50
1531
−2889
837
65
1483
406
1223
800
2842
−802
1008
696
1305

66
705
703
−1488
120
177
−4041
145
−1785
1132
710
393
105
525
195
194
465
671
1861
109
9
412
151
176
25
782
747
−1954
−98
202
−147
127
0
85
193
3296
134
426
.
234
151
493

−0.096
−0.092
0.086
−0.080
0.067
0.060
−0.060
−0.057
−0.056
−0.054
0.051
0.050
0.049
0.045
0.043
0.041
0.040
−0.040
0.039
−0.039
−0.039
−0.039
−0.037
0.036
0.036
−0.036
0.035
−0.034
−0.034
0.033
−0.033
0.032
−0.032
−0.032
0.031
−0.031
0.030
−0.030
−0.030
−0.030
−0.029
0.028

World War I
World War I
World War I
World War I
US Civil War
World War II
World War II
US Civil War
World War II
World War II
World War I
Russo-Japanese War
Crimean War
World War II
World War II
Baltic Wars
World War II
Crimean War
Crimean War
Russo-Japanese War
US Civil War
World War II
World War II
World War I
Korean War
Dissolution of USSR
Franco-Prussian War
World War II
Italian Unification
US Civil War
Dissolution of USSR
World War I
World War II
2nd Russo-Turkish War
Korean War

World War I
Spanish-American War
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TABLE 3.

(Continued)
Increases/Decreases from the Previous Year
Military

Economic

Population

CINC

Country and ccode

Year

Expenditures

Personnel

Energy

Iron/Steel

Total

Urban

Change

Associated Conflict

200 - United Kingdom
710 - China
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
220 - France
255 - Germany
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
200 - United Kingdom
200 - United Kingdom
2 - United States of America
710 - China
2 - United States of America
300 - Austria-Hungary
255 - Germany
710 - China
710 - China
710 - China
365 - Russia
710 - China
365 - Russia
710 - China
255 - Germany
740 - Japan
640 - Turkey
365 - Russia
200 - United Kingdom
2 - United States of America
255 - Germany
255 - Germany
220 - France
2 - United States of America
255 - Germany
365 - Russia
365 - Russia
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America
2 - United States of America

1946
1896
1917
1991
1879
1919
1942
1860
1919
1939
1914
1947
1908
1925
1927
1914
1939
1920
1926
1938
1837
1907
1947
1911
1870
1904
1876
1916
1939
1909
1872
1943
1855
1846
1921
1945
1924
1949
1958
1940
1946

751568
.
−303000
4910000
−27861
−7073271
8000000
−268
1158958
554139
1611109
−11100000
−4536
.
38497
1004487
4584837
.
.
−304790
60
.
2818287
.
32797
52181
14751
−181000
6031674
1988
−13834
7900000
13488
5972
−4329
494513
−50239
2542002
955008
677000
−44900000

−3037
0
−1850
−400
−370
−2913
−72
12
.
223
−1
−751
21
0
2
481
1968
62
0
−1100
−446
0
200
3
1
4
260
5400
18
13
−573
−71
205
18
0
6400
−1538
169
−385
124
−9093

885
0
−1196
−81000
15
−507
−356
65
−203
−493
184
30
−9489
0
−3413
−449
1077
33
0
12
10
9
1188
−11
−52
20
0
156
2868
10091
404
278
78
287
719
−1984
378
−9673
−24911
12867
−11883

4471
232
−5409
−135523
65
2718
4199
50
−3368
11904
−6463
8800
−55511
−1514
−9326
−5254
22895
1175
−1190
−5391
0
6
26805
6
−393
1285
3
3923
1535
46484
2492
5300
1510
579
11646
25508
4030
−197050
−56908
110721
−30924

35
760
3100
−133099
2300
−860
590
200
−1185
3456
400
303
1702
1362
1638
428
11374
1342
1366
4375
400
1292
−400
1307
248
589
85
2600
−642
1780
155
−423
−150
612
779
−5200
1572
2559
2898
1094
1461

49
.
−1077
−49223
148
−4
0
15
−1417
−1408
84
55
663
.
925
−291
2831
.
.
658
16
.
1236
.
116
178
10
−1395
79
687
135
0
113
67
599
−673
758
1197
646
216
625

0.028
−0.028
−0.028
−0.027
−0.027
−0.027
−0.027
−0.027
0.026
−0.026
0.025
−0.025
−0.025
−0.025
−0.025
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.024
−0.024
−0.024
0.023
0.023
−0.023
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
−0.022
−0.022
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021
−0.021
−0.021
−0.021
0.020
−0.020

World War II
First Sino-Japanese War
World War I
Dissolution of USSR
2nd Russo-Turkish War
World War I
World War II
Baltic Wars
World War II
World War I
World War II

World War I
World War II

World War II

Franco-Prussian War
Russo-Japanese War
2nd Russo-Turkish War
World War I
World War II
Franco-Prussian War
World War II
Crimean War
Mexican-American War
World War I
World War II

World War II
World War II
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they are (1) rare, (2) relegated to the major states in the
system, and (3) overwhelmingly occur during or after
major wars, not before.

THE GEOGRAPHY OF PARITY
The last section demonstrated that there is a substantial
lack of variation in the CINC score data. To examine
how this affects dyadic-level observations of parity, I
constructed a sample of all non-directed dyad-years
between 1816 and 2001. In my analyses of this data, I
find, first, that there is a strong relationship between
state system entry and contiguity. There are 748 dyadic
cases of states entering the system at the same time, and
105 were contiguous according to data from Stinnett
et al. (2002). This is almost eight times the number
of contiguous cases that would be expected by chance
since the vast number of dyads in the system include
states that do not border each other. Of contiguous
dyads, one-quarter of the cases entered at the same
time (105 of 399).9
Second, I expect dyads that entered the system at
the same time to be closer to parity than other dyads,
especially the contiguous dyads with the same entry
years. I use the stronger state’s share of CINC scores
in the dyad as the measure of parity to confirm this
since it seems to be the most widely accepted measure
among recent studies. My predictions are again confirmed. There are 20,242 non-contiguous dyads that
had different system entry dates but no prior interactions because one state entered the system later than
the other state; the mean parity score of this group
is 0.86. The 633 non-contiguous dyads with the same
entry years had a mean parity score of 0.80. The 295
contiguous states with different state-entry years had a
mean parity score of 0.81, and the 105 contiguous dyads
with the same state-entry year had a parity mean of
0.75. Thus, having both contiguity and the same entry
year produce scores closest to parity; having neither
contiguity nor the same entry year produces scores
closest to preponderance. Both of these categories are
statistically different from each of the other categories
at conventional significance levels (p < 0.001 in all difference of means tests). Each particular category is also
statistically different from the overall mean of parity in
the sample, which is 0.83.
I also estimated several models predicting parity in
the dyad using ordinary least squared (OLS) regression. These estimates are in Table 4. The first model
is a simple prediction of parity in the dyad using only
the presence of contiguity and a dummy variable for
whether both states entered the international system in
the same year. I include all dyad years after the initial
system entry year, which makes the temporal domain
for the analyses 1817–2001. The parity measure ranges
9 I also confirmed that this result is not dependent upon the start
of the state system. Approximately the same proportion of cases
can be found on samples that do not include dyads initially in the
CoW system in 1816. See Online Appendix Table B1 and the Online
Appendix section on predictors of parity in the dyad for this analysis
and other supplemental information concerning this section.

from 0.5 (parity) to 1 (preponderance), so negative coefficients are associated with parity, and, as expected,
both variables are negative and statistically significant.
States entering the system at the same time and those
that border each other are more likely to be near parity
rather preponderance.
Model 2 adds estimates using CoW region definitions
and demonstrates that geography determines at least a
portion of the parity measure.10 Europe, sub-Saharan
Africa, Asia, and the Middle East are all more likely
to have dyads that are closer to parity than the dyads
from multiple regions. The exception is Oceania with
a coefficient that suggests dyads are closer to preponderance in that region. Oceania is a loose collection
of islands, with a strong Australia (relatively, in terms
of CINC) compared with much smaller islands, and
geographic similarities in population and economics
are not likely to cross oceanic borders easily. Similarly, the mechanisms of state-building through conflict and rivalries are less prominent with such welldefined borders. The Western Hemisphere is similar
in many ways to Oceania, considering the distribution
of Caribbean island states in the region classification,
but the presence of a dominant United States is the
outlier here. Model 3 shows that this is the case because, once I separate the Western Hemisphere into
North and South American regions, South America
strongly predicts parity while North America predicts
preponderance.
One additional note on the region-based estimates:
There is some variation in the substantive effects of
geography across regions. This variation corresponds
roughly with those regions more likely to have former colonies. The African dummy predicts dyads that
are 0.05 closer to parity than other states, which
is substantively strong considering the parity measure ranges from 0.5 to 1. The Middle East has an
even stronger substantive effect at 0.08, and South
American is at 0.06. Compare these regional differences to Europe, which is 0.015 closer to parity,
and there is some evidence confirming the mechanism of former colonial status predicting parity
as well.
Finally, Model 4 adds the initial parity score of the
dyad at the time it entered the international system to
the model, and its effect is incredibly strong. The coefficient suggests that the initial parity score determines
almost 80% of any future dyad-year’s parity score. Indeed, the R2 for the overall model jumps from 0.02
to 0.61 with the addition of initial parity score, and
this of course implies that the majority of variation
in the parity score can be predicted at the time of
dyad entry. All of this is consistent with the arguments
that capabilities rarely change and initial distributions
of capabilities control much of the dyadic capability
relationship.

10 The omitted category in these analyses includes dyads with states
from two different regions.
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TABLE 4.

Geographic Determinants of Dyadic Parity, 1817–2001

Contiguity
Same system entry year

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

− 0.036∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.044∗∗∗
(0.001)

− 0.022∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.033∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.015∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.050∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.080∗∗∗
(0.002)
− 0.009∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.050∗∗∗
(0.005)
− 0.003∗∗∗
(0.001)

− 0.014∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.033∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.016∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.050∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.082∗∗∗
(0.002)
− 0.010∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.050∗∗∗
(0.005)

− 0.003∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.003∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.005∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.010∗∗∗
(0.001)
− 0.031∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
0.024∗∗∗
(0.003)

− 0.057∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.009∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.841∗∗∗
(0.000)
656,269
0.016

0.841∗∗∗
(0.000)
656,269
0.018

0.047∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.012∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.791∗∗∗
(0.001)
0.162∗∗∗
(0.001)
656,269
0.613

Europe
Africa
Middle East
Asia
Oceania
Western hemisphere
South America
North America
Parity at system entry
Constant
N
R2

0.837∗∗∗
(0.000)
656,269
0.007

Notes: OLS estimates using years after dyad system entry.
Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

When Dyads Move toward Parity—The
Effects of Rivalry
I demonstrated that the largest state capability changes
most often occur during or after large wars. However, it is unclear how these large changes—or smaller
changes that were also hostility induced—will affect
dyadic distributions of capabilities. Many of the capability changes listed in Table 3 were large states losing conflicts, which would encourage preponderance
in the dyad, but my theory argues that contestation
over time should encourage moves toward parity as
states compete with each other. The big-changes cases
are exceptional, as I describe above, and should be
exceptional, if most conflicts encourage state-to-state
competition.
I examine the effects of competition by focusing on
strategic rivalries. These are cases of contestation that
include disputes and wars but also recognize periods
of intense hostilities over extended time periods. Few
disputes and wars last long enough to witness large
capability changes in the state or especially the dyad,
and, again, convincing outcomes in the very large wars
may skew our understanding of the effects of prolonged
competition. I use Thompson’s (2001) perceptual definition of rivalry because it assures that both states are

in contention.11 If my argument is correct, the focused
hostilities and competition against an enemy should
drive both states away from their initial capability distributions and toward increased parity in the dyad.
To test this argument, I estimated three OLS models
that each predicted the change in parity score from
the previous year, using the same data as described
above, and report the results in Table 5. My last tests
demonstrated well that much of the variation in parity
scores is determined by the dyad’s initial distribution of
capabilities, so I control for that measure. I also control
for the previous year’s parity score in each model as
well. Both are statistically significant across all tests, but
neither affects the statistical significance or substantive
understanding of the rivalry dummy variable. They are
not correlated with rivalry in any substantial way, and
omitting either or both variables does not change the
results in any of the estimations.
The effects of rivalry are also consistent in Model 1
and Model 2. A dummy variable for the presence of
a Thompson rivalry year moves the parity score the
11 From Thompson (2001, 560), for a rivalry to exist, “The actors in
question must regard each other as (a) competitors, (b) the source
of actual or latent threats that pose some possibility of becoming
militarized, and (c) enemies.”
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TABLE 5.

Rivalry and Dyadic Parity, 1816–2001

DV: Yearly change in parity
Strategic rivalry
Parity at system entry
Lag of parity score

(1)

(2)

(3)

− 0.002∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.015∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.024∗∗∗
(0.000)

− 0.002∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.015∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.024∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.000
(0.003)
0.003
(0.003)
− 0.002
(0.003)
0.007∗∗∗
(0.000)
642358
0.009

0.015∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.024∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.000
(0.003)
0.003
(0.003)
− 0.002
(0.003)
0.007∗∗∗
(0.000)
642358
0.009

One year prior to rivalry
Two years prior to rivalry
Three years prior to rivalry
Constant
N
R2

0.007∗∗∗
(0.000)
642358
0.009

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

equivalent of a full 0.01 over the course of five years
(−0.002 each year) in both models. Since the average
rivalry lasts about thirty-five years in my sample, that
change is the equivalent of moving from, for example,
a parity score of 0.77 to 0.70. Given how static these
measures are that is a substantial change over time.
Rivalry includes conflict, and it could be the case
that parity is increasing prior to rivalry, which becomes
the cause of conflict. Models 2 and 3 explore this possibility by including dummy variables for each of the
three years prior to the rivalry. Model 2 estimates the
pre-rivalry years with the rivalry dummy while Model
3 excludes the rivalry dummy. The pre-rivalry years
are not statistically significant in either model, and the
sign of the estimates actually suggest moves toward
preponderance prior to rivalry. These results do not
change if I group the years into one dummy variable
and/or if I include only the first three years of rivalry.
In short, I find no evidence of moves toward parity
prior to rivalry, but rivalry does consistently pull dyads
closer to parity over time.12 I explore the implications
of these movements in the next section.

If state capability and parity scores are, except for rivals, largely static over time, then how does this affect
our understanding of the causes of conflict? Figure 1
presents a bivariate plot of the parity-dispute relationship. The y-axis is the probability of a militarized
interstate dispute (MID) at each level of dyadic capability ratio, measured using the stronger state’s share

of dyadic CINC scores (Singer, Bremer and Stuckey
1972), which varies from 0.5 (parity) to 1 (preponderance). The x-axis lists the capability ratios—the
stronger state’s share of capabilities in the dyad—at the
interval level to ease presentation of the relationship.
The sample includes all dyads, 1816–2001.
Obvious from the chart of conflict probabilities are
several outliers. I label two of these cases—the United
States and Russia (USSR) and Russia (USSR)/China.
I also label the North Korea/South Korea dyad that
spans the 0.60 to 0.63 capability ratio range. Together,
these three rival dyads account for a tremendous number of disputes that cluster together on the parity scale.
The US/Russia(USSR) rivalry produces nine disputes
or 20% of the disputes at 0.55 on the capability scale.
Russia (USSR)/China experiences 10 disputes at 0.59
and 0.60; that is one-eighth the total for those two
capability ratios combined. Finally, the Korean rivalry
produces 16% of the disputes—15 in all—for capability
ratios ranging from 0.61 to 0.63. The average year-toyear change in parity for these outlier cases is also about
half the average for the full sample. So, these rivalries
sit on the parity measure continuum, have frequent
disputes, and, as I will demonstrate below, produce the
positive relationship between parity and dispute onset.
Another set of outliers rests near total preponderance. These are dyads with small, mostly island states
that have capabilities that are so small that the next
most capable state—São Tomè and Principe—has capabilities that dwarf these states by a factor of 10 or
more.13 These cases are the bulk of the zero-value capability cases described earlier, and these small states

12 I also examined whether the effects of rivalry were curvilinear
over time using the year of rivalry and its square. and the mean
change in parity score for each year of rivalry. In neither case was
there consistent evidence of rivalry having a diminishing effect over
time. Each year of rivalry corresponds to an approximate −0.002
decrease in parity score.

13 Island states include: 054-Dominica, 055-Grenada, 056-St. Lucia,
057-St. Vincent and the Grenadines, 058-Antigua & Barbuda, 060St. Kitts and Nevis, 221-Monaco, 223-Liechtenstein, 232-Andorra,
331-San Marino, 591-Seychelles, 781-Maldives, 935-Vanuatu, 946Kiribati, 947-Tuvalu, 955-Tonga, 970-Nauru, 983-Marshall Islands,
986-Palau, and 987-Federated States of Micronesia.

PARITY AND DISPUTE ONSET
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FIGURE 1.

Relationship between Parity and Militarized Interstate Dispute Onset, 1816–2001
US/USSR(Russia)
USSR(Russia)/China

.006

North Korea/South Korea
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have had only a handful of militarized disputes with
other states in the system. Indeed, of the 50,893 dyads
that include at least one small or island state, only four
disputes included one of these states, and only one was
initiated by the island state—when its coast guard fired
rifles at foreign fishermen.14
The paucity of disputes for these cases has an incredibly strong substantive effect on the parity-conflict relationship. Since their capabilities are so small, including
one island in any dyad brings the parity score of that
dyad to near-complete preponderance for the other
state. Their lack of capabilities render them unable to
contest other states, and this concentration of peaceful dyads at preponderance skews the parity-conflict
relationship. Again, state birth and development control this peaceful relationship. Each of these states entered the system as territorial states that completely
encompassed island territory (or were territorial enclaves) and most often did not undergo the processes
of state development through contestation. The states
exist without military capabilities—really, without any
capabilities to even launch a sustained defense of their
homelands. Including them in dyads with militarily capable states distorts the concept of parity we are trying
to assess. Peace is present not because of preponderance but because of the lack of a military or the ability
to develop a military.
To more rigorously demonstrate that capability score
may simply be identifying the relationship between
14 The four cases include the US invasion of Grenada in 1983. Then,
in 1987, Iranian speedboats attacked a Maldives-flagged freighter,
and, five years later, in 1992, Swiss national guard recruits accidentally crossed the border into Liechtenstein and subsequently apologized. Technically, neither of these last two incidents is a dispute
since the Maldives did not protest and the Swiss action was an accident followed by an apology. (See Author Gibler and Little 2016,
for more information about protest-dependent disputes.) Finally, in
2000, Palau became the lone initiator among these states when their
authorities fired on fishing boats in its exclusive economic zone, and
Philippine authorities protested.

specific dyads and conflict, like the island states or the
rival outliers described above, I estimated a model of
dispute onset for a sample of all nondirected dyadyears, 1816–2001, using several standard predictors of
conflict: the presence of an alliance, joint democracy,
contiguity, and corrections for temporal bias.15 To this
base model I added several dummy variables that identify the outliers discussed above as well as the parityinducing, state-system-entry conditions noted in the
last section. The results are in Table 6.16
Model 1 provides the initial estimate of parity on
conflict, with parity equal to the stronger state’s share
of capabilities in the dyad. As convention suggests,
higher shares of capabilities for the stronger state are
associated with peace in the dyad, and this relationship
is statistically significant at p < 0.05. A dummy variable
controlling for the presence of one of the three rivalry
outliers eliminates this relationship in Model 2. Once
these dyads are identified separately, the coefficient of
15 I identify allied dyad-years using Gibler (2009). Joint democracy
is a dummy variable that is positive for dyads with a minimum combined Polity IV score of 6 and above (Marshall and Jaggers 2002).
Contiguity is a dummy variable that is positive for land-contiguous
dyads (Stinnett et al. 2002), and peace years and their spline are
included in the model as per the suggestion of Beck, Katz and Tucker
(1998).
16 There is some debate over how to properly measure dyadic capability differences for conflict models. For example, Kadera and
Sorokin (2004) note that the referent group for the state-level CINC
measure can induce errors in the measure of dyadic capability differences. My argument concerns all states in the system and is not
focused on the capability changes among small groups of states.
However, I do estimate multiple robustness checks of the models
presented above. The Online Appendix has analyses using weaker
state capabilities divided by stronger state capabilities and stronger
divided by weaker. In neither case are the results different from those
in Table 6. Note, too, that the weaker state’s share of capabilities—
another popular measure of parity—is simply the inverse of the
measure I report here. The Online Appendix also provides several
robustness checks that account for distance between dyads and satisfaction levels. I also examine how state system entry over time affects
the number of states and the overall distribution of capabilities.
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TABLE 6.
Parity

Logit Analyses of MID Onset, Using CINC Parity and Geographic Predictors of

Allied
Joint democracy
Peace years
Spline 1
Spline 2
Spline 3
Contiguity
Parity
(stronger state’s share)
Outlier dummy
(3 dyads)
Small island in dyad

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.091
(0.060)
− 0.624∗∗∗
(0.076)
− 0.288∗∗∗
(0.011)
− 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.000
(0.000)
3.157∗∗∗
(0.047)
− 0.283∗
(0.139)

0.132∗
(0.061)
− 0.609∗∗∗
(0.076)
− 0.283∗∗∗
(0.011)
− 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.000
(0.000)
3.105∗∗∗
(0.048)
− 0.063
(0.142)
1.755∗∗∗
(0.151)

0.107
(0.060)
− 0.491∗∗∗
(0.076)
− 0.290∗∗∗
(0.011)
− 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.000
(0.000)
3.074∗∗∗
(0.047)
0.064
(0.141)

− 0.118
(0.064)
− 0.568∗∗∗
(0.077)
− 0.283∗∗∗
(0.011)
− 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.000
(0.000)
2.568∗∗∗
(0.055)
− 0.188
(0.143)

0.084
(0.060)
− 0.632∗∗∗
(0.076)
− 0.288∗∗∗
(0.011)
− 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.000
(0.000)
3.174∗∗∗
(0.047)
− 1.255∗∗∗
(0.233)

0.142∗
(0.063)
− 0.507∗∗∗
(0.077)
− 0.260∗∗∗
(0.011)
− 0.001∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.000∗∗∗
(0.000)
− 0.000
(0.000)
2.412∗∗∗
(0.060)
0.075
(0.245)

1.242∗∗∗
(0.243)

0.868∗∗∗
(0.248)
2.031∗∗∗
(0.066)
− 5.526∗∗∗
(0.152)
650,557

− 3.532∗∗∗
(0.502)

0.904∗∗∗
(0.078)
0.569∗∗∗
(0.072)
0.049
(0.092)
1.264∗∗∗
(0.093)
1.454∗∗∗
(0.076)
0.568
(0.712)
0.586∗∗∗
(0.064)

Western hemisphere
Europe
Africa
Middle East
Asia
Oceania
Same system entry year
Parity score at entry year
Presence of rivalry
Constant
N

− 4.266∗∗∗
(0.124)
650,557

− 4.481∗∗∗
(0.128)
650,557

− 4.443∗∗∗
(0.124)
650,557

− 4.589∗∗∗
(0.129)
650,557

− 4.509∗∗∗
(0.134)
650,557

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

the parity measure becomes less than half its standard
error, and the substantive effect is greatly diminished.
The outliers predict conflict well, of course.
Model 3 controls for the presence of an island state
or territorial enclave in the data. The dummy variable is
positive if one or both of the states is an island country
with no material capabilities (see text above), and the
results following the addition of this variable mirror
the findings in Model 2. The coefficient for parity is
again less than half its standard error. Similarly, too,
the dummy variable predicts conflict well—in this case,
the island states are much more peaceful than would
be expected by chance, which makes sense considering
that these states have no military capabilities.

Model 4 introduces the regional and system-entry
parity predictors I assessed in the last section.17 Sameentry-year is a good predictor of the likelihood of conflict in a dyad, and regional controls are associated with
conflict for all dyads but those in Africa and Oceania.
Of course, these two regions have states that are more
likely to be recent colonies and island states, each with
state-development processes that differ from the rest
of the sample.
The final two models analyze the effects of the initial capability distribution in the dyad. Recall that I
17 Again, dyads with states from different regions serve as the omitted, baseline category.
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previously demonstrated initial parity scores are
largely stationary and predict well future parity scores
in the dyad. Model 5 shows that controlling for these
initial capability distributions restores the statistical
significance of the current parity score, and its substantive effect is almost four times larger than what I found
in Model 1. However, including both parity variables
effectively renders the estimation to only identify the
change in parity level since the dyad’s entry into the
system.18 Thus, large moves away from the initial distribution of capabilities, and toward parity, are associated
with conflict. But what causes moves toward parity?
As I demonstrated in the last section, rivalry predicts
most dyadic changes, so Model 6 controls for whether
the dyad is involved in a strategic rivalry (Thompson
2001). Adding this dummy variable eliminates the statistical significance of the current parity measure, and
the substantive effect of the initial parity score in the
dyad is also reduced.
Overall, these results demonstrate, first, how fragile
the statistical support for a relationship between parity
and conflict actually is. The addition of simple controls
for the presence of three outlier dyads, the presence of
an island state in the dyad, regional controls, or initial
parity score coupled with rivalry-induced changes, each
eliminates any statistically significant effect of parity
on dispute onset. If we assume that many of those
controls proxy state development processes at least in
part, and also realize that state capabilities and dyadic
distributions of these capabilities are largely static, then
it becomes clear that parity is simply a proxy for the
geographic conditions that affect state system entry
and state development. In the end, I find no consistent
evidence that parity or preponderance, as currently
measured, is independently related to dispute onset.

CAPABILITY RATIOS AT WAR ONSET
The analyses above provide good evidence that parity
is a circumstance of state system entry and not necessarily a cause of dispute onset, at least as parity is
measured now. But that was dispute onset, and much
of the theoretical literature focuses on wars. So, do
states at parity describe well what we find in the war
data?
I begin an answer to that question by first examining the distribution of capabilities between and among
belligerents when wars occur. I have already shown
that disputes short of war are not predicted by parity,
but it could still be possible that the bigger conflicts
can be described as conflicts among equally matched
states or coalitions. Nevertheless, they are not. Figure 2
demonstrates that, if any clustering is present in the war
data, the trend is toward preponderance.
Figure 2 uses the same measure of capability differences as before—the stronger state’s share of dyadic
capabilities—and sums the measure for war belliger-

18 I demonstrate this in Appendix Table C2 as well by including only
the difference from the initial parity score as a predictor. The results
are substantively the same as those presented here.

ents on both sides of the conflict.19 The first part of
Figure 2 provides data for military expenditures, the
second provides data for military personnel differences, and the third provides CINC score differences. A
kernel density plot of the data is superimposed across
each distribution.
The first graph shows that capability differences as
measured by military expenditures are predominantly
clustered near preponderance—0.9 and above. Very
few wars occur when expenditures are near parity. The
second graph, which uses military personnel levels, is
kinder to the parity to conflict relationship, but the clustering still remains at preponderance. More wars are
fought between unequal parties than between equals.
Finally, the third graph demonstrates a modest linear
relationship in the data, but the relationship is negative for parity. Again, more wars have occurred between belligerents who possessed vastly unequal CINC
scores.
An examination of the actual war cases suggests
several patterns as well. There are a total of 12 wars
that have occurred between belligerents at parity in
Table 7, identified as CINC score shares ranging from
0.5 to 0.6,20 and only four of the wars started after
World War II. Contrast this with the 29 wars that have
occurred between belligerents with asymmetric capabilities in Table 8. There are more than twice as many
wars between preponderant belligerents than between
belligerents at parity, and about half of these cases
are post–World War II cases. Asymmetric wars have
become more common over time, but there were still
plenty of wars among unequals prior to World War II
as well. The trend in the data just highlights that the
few symmetric conflicts in the data were more often
found relatively early in the European state system,
which is also early in the development process for these
states.
Overall, the war data provide yet another piece of evidence suggesting the long-assumed parity-conflict relationship is incorrect. Were we to randomly guess the
capability distributions across war participants since
1816, we would be right much more often with a guess
of preponderance.

Implications
I began this article by suggesting an incongruity in the
scholarship on parity and conflict: States are supposed
to balance against one another and parity is linked
to conflict, but relatively few disputes and wars occur
in the international system. What explains this? First,
I argue and find that the relationship between parity
and conflict is due mostly to omitted variable bias. Few
studies control for how, when, and where states enter
19

Figure 2 sums both sides of multilateral wars and includes these
cases with the bilateral wars. Online Appendix Figure D2 disaggregates the bilateral and multilateral wars and demonstrates similar
results.
20 Online Appendix Table 5 provides the full list of war names and
onset years as well as the calculations of the stronger party’s share
of capabilities.
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FIGURE 2.

Capability Differences between Belligerent Parties in All Wars, 1816–2001

TABLE 7.

Wars with Participants at or near Parity, 1816–2001
Stronger’s Dyadic Share

Year

War No.

War Name

Number of Participants

CINC

Milper

Milex

1992
1929
1885
1876
1982
1900
1870
1879
1906
1980
1969
1866

215
118
70
60
205
83
58
64
88
199
175
55

Bosnian Independence
Manchurian
Second Central American
First Central American
War over Lebanon
Sino-Russian
Franco-Prussian
War of the Pacific
Third Central American
Iran-Iraq
Football War
Seven Weeks

3
2
2
2
2
2
5
3
3
2
2
11

0.513
0.514
0.516
0.520
0.523
0.523
0.527
0.532
0.543
0.568
0.583
0.597

0.543
0.752
0.750
0.750
0.594
0.533
0.566
0.688
0.636
0.585
0.600
0.506

0.520
0.962
1.000
1.000
0.764
0.779
0.565
.
0.594
0.500
0.596
0.529

the international system, but separately adding proxies for state system entry do render meaningless the
predictions of conflict by parity among all dyads, 1816–
2001. This is true if a dummy variable for three rival
states is included in the model; it is also true if a dummy
variable for island states with no military capabilities is
included. Region dummies and a variable for the same
system entry year also have similar effects. The sum
of these findings demonstrates that parity is set at system entry and correlates with conflict due to proximity,
the presence of a few rivalries, or the prevalence of
states with no conflict capabilities among preponderant states. The war data confirm these observations in
a different way, as I point out that the vast majority of
wars, both bilateral and dyadic, do not occur in dyads

with equal capabilities. Preponderance tends to be a
much better descriptor of the war data we observe.
The focus on parity as a predictor of conflict has
obscured the importance of territoriality and territorial
conflict among new and emerging states in the international system. How states enter the international system strongly controls their material capabilities. States
that evolve through conflict with neighbors tend to be
more capable than former colonies and states that form
out of dissolving empires, and this evolution also tends
to witness an increase in the likelihood of conflict until borders and the states are settled. Even states that
do not emerge through contention with neighbors are
likely to be at rough parity with neighbors. The nature of system entry encourages temporal and spatial
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TABLE 8.

Wars with Participants at or Near Preponderance, 1816–2001
Stronger’s Dyadic Share

Year

War No.

War Name

Number of Participants

CINC

Milper

Milex

1977
1859
1919
1897
1898
1909
1935
1979
1958
1954
1956
1920
1991
1862
1940
1918
1958
1864
1956
1849
1970
1968
1856
1882
1965
1974
1939
1999
2001

187
31
116
76
79
94
127
193
159
153
155
117
211
40
145
107
158
46
156
16
176
170
25
65
163
184
142
221
225

Second Ogaden War
First Spanish-Moroccan
Franco-Turkish
Greco-Turkish
Spanish-American
Second Spanish-Moroccan
Conquest of Ethiopia
Sino-Vietnamese Punitive
Taiwan Straits
Off-shore Islands
Sinai War
Lithuanian-Polish
Gulf War
Franco-Mexican
Franco-Thai
Estonian Liberation
Ifni War
Second Schleswig-Holstein
Soviet Invasion of Hungary
Roman Republic
Communist Coalition
Second Laotian
Anglo-Persian
Conquest of Egypt
Vietnam War
Turco-Cypriot
Russo-Finnish
War for Kosovo
Invasion of Afghanistan

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
14
2
2
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
2
2
8
2
2
8
6

0.901
0.908
0.913
0.920
0.921
0.922
0.923
0.930
0.935
0.936
0.941
0.948
0.953
0.953
0.958
0.958
0.964
0.969
0.971
0.974
0.974
0.977
0.981
0.981
0.983
0.983
0.987
0.993
0.994

0.889
0.925
0.948
0.946
0.607
0.949
0.932
0.876
0.835
0.837
0.948
0.951
0.778
0.951
1.000
1.000
0.983
0.941
0.960
0.986
0.902
0.894
0.955
0.943
0.942
0.981
0.980
0.972
1.000

0.966
1.000
0.950
0.866
0.910
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.959
0.974
0.972
0.711
0.981
1.000
0.998
0.986
0.988
0.960
0.992
1.000
0.993
0.994
1.000
0.996
0.993
0.984
0.989
0.996
0.999

clustering of similar states, and this largely controls the
level of parity in the dyad—from system entry through
maturity. What we witness, then, is correlation among
parity and conflict, but the implied cause of that correlation is actually the set of unresolved conflict issues
associated with system entry among neighboring states.
My findings demonstrate that the capability measure
we most often use—the CINC score—is incredibly stable over time. Very few changes occur for states from
one year to the next, and those changes that do occur
are almost always small and affect contiguous and proximate countries similarly. This causes dyadic distributions of capability to vary infrequently as well. Indeed,
almost 80% of any given dyad-year’s parity score can
be predicted by the first year distribution of capabilities
for that dyad. The exceptions to stability are the relatively small number of dyads engaged in rivalry. The
average rivalry is able to produce moves in the parity
score of about 20% of the parity-preponderance continuum, but that change is over the course of 35 years.
Competition is the driving force for capability change.
Conflict does produce a few large capability changes in
certain states, but those changes occur during or after
the conflict. Thus, capability changes are responses to
conflict rather than a possible cause.

The implications of this research are numerous, but
three should be especially highlighted. First, theories of
conflict based on rapid movements of capabilities have
little empirical purchase. Capabilities, as measured by
CINC, just do not change quickly—and rarely change
much over time. It could still be the case that CINC is
a poor measure, but the measure does correlate highly
with alternative measures and has been an accepted
proxy for material power for over 40 years. Second,
these findings extract capabilities as a mechanism from
many or even most of the information-based conflict
theories. If uncertainty over capabilities increases the
likelihood of conflict or somehow shapes bargaining
positions, then that uncertainty is not concentrated
among dyads at parity.
Finally, my results suggest that including common
measures of parity may introduce model misspecification when predicting militarized conflict. This will be
especially harmful for estimating the effects of variables that correlate with the capabilities of the state
or dyadic distributions of capabilities. Put differently,
we are not understanding the true effect of geographic
variables such as contiguity and region—whether the
actual cause of conflict is territory, proximity, or interaction. We are also not properly considering the effects
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of state maturation over time. A focus on rivalrous
competition and peaceful dyadic evolution exert more
of an effect on conflict.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
To view supplementary material for this article, please
visit https://doi.org/10.1017/S0003055416000514.
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